
Year 8 Curriculum Newsletter Spring Term 1 

English 

 

What are we studying? Romeo and Juliet. Students will learn all 
about Elizabethan life and theatre, conventions of Shake-
speare's writing, and will study the play. 

Assessment: End of unit assessment tests grammar, knowledge 
(of linguistic methods and context, for example), reading skills, 
writing skills.  

How can parents help? Discuss the play with your child - if you 
could watch a version of it or even visit the Globe that would be 
amazing! Ensure Lexia, reading logs and spellings are completed 
each week.  

Maths 

 

What are we doing this half term?: (1) Algebra: simplifying 
expressions, expanding brackets, factorising, substitution 
and solving. (2) 2D & 3D shapes and solids: plans & eleva-
tions, area & circumference of a circle, cylinders, Pythagoras. 
(3) Real life graphs: direct & inverse proportion, distance-
time graphs, rates of change. 
 
Assessments: There will be an open book unit assessment 
after each topic and a bigger assessment covering all of the 
work since September before the end of term. 
 
How can parents help?: Ensure your child has the correct 
equipment for every lesson such as a pencil, ruler and their 
own scientific calculator. Encourage your child to engage 
fully with SPARX (the maths homework platform) spending 
at least 40 minutes per week doing their home learning - 
they should be completing 100% of the tasks each week. 

Science 

 

What are we doing this half term? (1) Biology -
 Respiration topic is completed and students start 
the photosynthesis topic, (2) Chemistry -  Reactivity series 
of metals  is completed and students start looking 
at Earth structure ,(3) Physics – Electricity topic is com-
pleted and students start the Forces topic. 
  
Assessments: Low stake quizzes at the end of each topic. 
  
How can parents help? Ensure your child has the correct 
equipment such as a pencil, ruler and their own scientific 
calculator. The BBC KS3 bitesize is a useful resource for 
homework tasks and revision - https://www.bbc.co.uk/
bitesize/subjects/zng4d2p. It would be useful to have a 
KS3 Science revision guide to aid students in preparation 
for summative assessments - https://www.amazon.co.uk/
KS3-SCIENCE-REVISION-LEVELS-GUIDES/dp/
B008MWXGFO 

History 

 
 

What are we studying? Year 8 students will be moving on from 
their studies of the Tudors to the Stuarts; investigating events 
such as the Gunpowder Plot, Great Fire of London and the sig-
nificance of characters such as Oliver Cromwell to decide if he 
was a hero or villain.  After half term we will move on to investi-
gating the legacy of the British Empire. 
 
Assessment: End of unit knowledge and skills test. 
 
How can parents help? Discuss history with your child.  Visiting 
historic sites and museums such the Imperial War Museum. Use 
sites such as BBC Bitesize, encourage wider reading and watch-
ing films and programmes such as Horrible Histories. 

 DT Textiles –(Rotation) 

 

What are we doing this half term?: Students will use recycled 
fabrics or clothing to design a Puggly Mascot. Throughout the 
project, students will look at quality control, fabric construction, 
hand-sewing, machine stitching, embroidery, applique, seam 
allowance and templates. The Puggly mascot project will allow 
students to develop independence whilst using the sewing ma-
chine, as they will have to ensure that they have sewn in the 
correct places to construct the product accurately. This particu-
lar Textiles project will challenge their problem-solving skills and 
ability to work to a high quality. 
 
Assessments: Design sketches will be assessed as well as the 
practical outcome of the mascot itself. 
 
 How can parents help?: Discuss the project, look at existing 
mascots for a variety of events or teams. Help them to experi-
ment or practice sewing skills at home. 

French 

 

What are we studying? Food and drink including ordering 
food and buying at a market using quantities.  
 
Assessment: Written piece on topics 1-3 + translation into 
French. 
 
How can parents help? Encourage your child to make a 
bank of flashcards to revise words and phrases. Encour-
age your child to learn these words and phrases by testing 
themselves or by testing them. Encourage your child to 
share what they have learnt in class. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zng4d2p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zng4d2p
https://www.amazon.co.uk/KS3-SCIENCE-REVISION-LEVELS-GUIDES/dp/B008MWXGFO
https://www.amazon.co.uk/KS3-SCIENCE-REVISION-LEVELS-GUIDES/dp/B008MWXGFO
https://www.amazon.co.uk/KS3-SCIENCE-REVISION-LEVELS-GUIDES/dp/B008MWXGFO


Geography 

 

 
What are we doing this half term? Y8 students will explore 
the rivers, how they are formed and the impact they have on 
human activities and the impact humans have on riv-
ers. Throughout this topic students will develop their enquiry 
and analysis skills.  
 
Assessments: An end of topic written project.  An end of top-
ic written assessment, short and long answer questions.  
 
How can parents help? A fully equipped pencil case including 
glue, scissors and a green pen for peer and self-assessment. 
Make sure the literacy sheet is fully completed and test stu-
dents to confirm that they know the keywords and defini-
tions. Make sure the revision notes for the assessment follow 
the guidance on the revision help sheet, to include defini-
tions, diagrams and explanations to aid in learning the infor-
mation. Testing students on recalling the information on their 
revision pages, this will help build their confidence.   

 PE 

 

What are we studying? Skills, techniques and strategies 
are continuing to be built on from the Autumn term. Stu-
dents will rotate through the curriculum on a half term 
cycle, experiencing a different set of sports and activities 
from invasion games, net games, striking and fielding 
games, gymnastics and dance.  
 
Assessments: Students will be assessed throughout the 
practical blocks of work. 
 
How can parents help?: Please ensure students complete 
home learning tasks on time and that they are organised 
with their full kit on PE days.  

DT Graphics (rotation) 

What are we doing this half term? Students will be using 
analysis, enterprise and teamwork skills in order to design 
and make a prototype of a flat-pack product. In completing 
the project, students will look at sustainability and material 
management, developing an awareness of intellectual prop-
erty, and will look at how products are assembled. They will 
also look at the importance of prototyping within the design 
process. The project aims to develop students’ awareness of 
designing for a target audience, managing materials, proto-
typing and working with others.   
 
Assessments: Students will be assessed in the areas of Inves-
tigation (analysing flat-pack products and analysing their 
appropriateness for the fair), Designing (designing different 
products that could be sold) and Evaluating (evaluating the 
final product).   
 
How can parents help? Students will be designing a product 
for a realworld situation, so discussing what customers might 
want from the products they buy would be useful.  

Religion, Philosophy and Ethics (RPE) 

 

Year 8 students start the school term by delving into        
philosophy and look into comparing Religion and Science. 
The main focus will be in the story of Creation. We will look 
at the difference between fact, opinion and belief whilst 
exploring the concept of 'reality'.  
 
How can parents help?: Students will need to learn their key 
vocabulary carefully and will need to come to lessons ready 
to think deeply about the questions in class. You can support 
your son/daughter by encouraging them to see two sides of 
the argument, ask them about their RPE lessons at school 
and for them to explain to you the philosophical enquiry that 
has taken place in class that day.  

Spanish 

 

 

What are we studying? Food and drink including ordering 
food and buying at a market using quantities.  
 
Assessment: Written piece on topics 1-3 + translation into 
Spanish  
 
How can parents help? Encourage your child to make a 
bank of flashcards to revise words and phrases. Encourage 
your child to learn these words and phrases by testing 
themselves or by testing them. Encourage your child to 
share what they have learnt in class. 

Art 

 
 

What are we doing this half term?: Year 8 students investi-

gate a variety of 'Natural World' as a starting point for their 

first project this year. Artists such as Maggi Hambling, Geor-

gia O'Keeffe and Yellena James inspire students to  study, 

respond and analyse their artwork in written and visual 

forms. Students create their own  triptych through experi-

menting with a variety of mixed media and painting tech-

niques.  

How can parents help?: Please ensure that your child com-

pletes all their Art & Design homework activities for this pro-

ject. Gathering natural forms such a shells and pine cones 

may inspire students and encourage them to notice seasonal 

changes in the natural world. Drawing equipment and good 

quality colouring pencils will support students in completing 

their work in lesson and at home.  



Computer Science 

 

What are we studying? Students will be completing the unit 
‘understanding computers’. Students will learn about the 
basic principles of computer architecture and the use of  
binary.  
 
Assessment: Students will be regularly quizzed on the unit 
‘understanding computers’. They will also have an end of unit 
assessment, where students will be assessed on these topics 
as well as all prior CS learning. 
 
How can parents help? Direct and encourage students to 
revise using BBC Bitesize: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/
topics/zmpsgk7  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxnfr82 

Design Technology (Rotation) 

 
 

What are we doing this half term? We will be looking into 
forces that act upon materials when we use the in products 
and polymer-based materials. We will manufacture a pen 
holder from acrylic and crate a small night light. We will be 
trained how to use the pillar drill, polishing machine, plastic 
heating equipment, the vacuum former and soldering irons. 
We will focus on finishing skills to create high quality  
products. We will also cover the concept of quality  assur-
ance, quality control and tolerance within manufacturing.  
 
Assessments: Students will be assessed on the Acrylic pen 
stand practical work which they have the opportunity to  
focus on quality. Students will be assessed on their small 
night light, in which their soldering skills and ability to  
construct a vacuum formed case will be the focus. 
 
 How can parents help?  Take an interest in the project 
work and skills they are learning and discuss them. Help 
them look at products made from polymer materials and try 
and work out how they are made and constructed. 
 

Food and Nutrition 

 
 

What are we doing this half term? Students will gain a good understanding of pathogenic bacteria, cross contamination and food 
poisoning, how to prevent the spread of bacteria when preparing, storing and cooking food. They will build on their knowledge of 
nutrition and the healthy eating guidelines by completing a nutritional analysis. Students will be introduced to food science terms 
which will allow them to understand the function of ingredients within food products and the science behind the ingredient, why 
it can change the texture and appearance of food. Practical lessons will include Pasta tomato, chicken fajitas, bread rolls, short-
crust pastry and planning a healthy snack.   
 
Assessment will include, Nutritional analysis, Sensory evaluation, Making of their own healthy snack.  
 
What parents can do to help: encourage independence and ownership by getting your child to weigh and measure their  
ingredients themselves for practical lessons. Try making the dishes again at home and adapting and improving on them.  

Drama 

 

What are we doing this half term?: Throughout this half 
term we explore the people on board the Titanic at the time 
of sinking, paying particular interest to differences in social 
classes.  Who were the people on this doomed ship? Why 
were they travelling to New York? What is their story?  Pu-
pils will consolidate their ideas and develop detailed and 
sustained characterisations which help to depict clear and 
yet contrasting narratives of the last few moments of those 
on board the Titanic at the time of sinking.    
 
Assessment: Use of Angel/Devil technique and written             
evaluation.  
 
Help at home? Help your child research into the story of 
Titanic and ensure they complete homework on time.  
 

Music 

 
 

What are we studying? The Blues. Year 8 students will work 
in pairs initially, learning to play a 12-bar blues chord se-
quence, a walking bass line, improvisations and riffs. Learners 
will then look at writing lyrics before moving on to create a 
12-bar blues piece in groups. 

Assessments: Performance of a 12-bar blues piece in groups. 

How can parents help? Please ensure your child has their 
Music book, a pen, and a pencil every lesson. Support your 
child with learning keywords, developing their musical litera-
cy and encourage them to listen to music at home. 


